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Using Texture Vector Analysis 




Detecting Similarity using Texture Vectors
● No bytecode analysis
● No file structure decomposition
● Using Texture Vectors (.tv files)
● A.bin
● B.bin Generate .tv 
● Texture Vectors A.tv
● Texture Vectors B.tv Compare Similar?Two .bin files
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Texture Vector Generation
1. Break a file into even sections, for example 500-byte sections
2. For each section:
a. Calculate its Texture Vector
Binary file .exe
Byte 0 Byte 500 Byte 1,500  etc...Byte 1,000

























● Similarity between two 
Texture Vectors
○ Euclidean distance: 
w1(dv1)^2 + w2(dv2)^2 + 
w3(dv3)^2 + w4(dv4)^2 + 
w5(dv5)^2
● Similarity between two 
files
○ Histogram of file offsets 
between similar Texture 
Vectors
○ The similarity measure 
value is the standard 













● 23 groups of similar files
○ 22 groups of .exe and .dll files from Real Data Corpus
○ 1 group of Python scripts as a “dissimilar” data type
● 642,411 similarity comparisons calculated using Hamming
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Similarity by File Group
● Diagonal lines show that files 
within file groups are more similar 




● Regions of uniform pattern
○ e.g. tables
● Regions of high entropy
○ e.g. compressed content 
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Time-based Analysis
Infer change based on similarity and timestamp
● Version change
● Virus injection








File creation time 9
Texture-Vector Dataset and Tools
● Dataset
○ The 1,134 texture vector (.tv) files
○ The node and edge data for creating 
similarity graphs
● Tools
○ calc_tv.py - calculate .tv files from binary 
files
○ tv.py - plot similarity between pairs of files
○ tv_browser.py - graph similarities 





Real time Analysis (1 of 2)
● Download: Clone from https://github.com/NPS-DEEP/tv_sim
● Type: “cd tv_sim/python; ./tv_browser.py”:
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● Then:
○ Click on “Node” to inspect files or on “Edge” to inspect similarity between files
○ Then hover or click on nodes or edges for analysis
Real time Analysis (2 of 2)
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Future Work
● Classify file types by their texture: .exe, .wav, .jpg …
● Evaluate similarity by evaluating runs of texture patterns
● Identify and remove false-positives from the similarity calculation
(last slide) 13
